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Abstract
Graph convolutional neural networks (GCNNs) have been widely used in graph
learning. It has been observed that the smoothness functional on graphs can be
defined in terms of the graph Laplacian. This fact points out in the direction of
using Laplacian in deriving regularization operators on graphs and its consequent
use with spectral GCNN filter designs. In this work, we explore the regularization
properties of graph Laplacian and proposed a generalized framework for regu-
larized filter designs in spectral GCNNs. We found that the filters used in many
state-of-the-art GCNNs can be derived as a special case of the framework we devel-
oped. We designed new filters that are associated with well-defined regularization
behavior and tested their performance on semi-supervised node classification tasks.
Their performance was found to be superior to that of the other state-of-the-art
techniques.
1 Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [1] have been applied to a wide range of problems in computer
vision and speech processing for various tasks such as image classification/segmentation/detection
and speech recognition/synthesis etc. The success of CNNs as a powerful feature extractor for data in
the Euclidean domain motivated researchers to extend the concepts to non-euclidean domains such as
manifolds and graphs [2].
The GCNN designs mainly fall into two categories namely spatial and spectral approaches. Spatial
approaches directly define the convolution on the graph vertices. They are based on a message-passing
mechanism [3] between the nodes of the graph. Examples are network for learning molecular finger
prints [4], Molecular graph convolutions [5], GraphSage [6], Gated graph neural networks [7], graph
attention networks [8] etc. Spectral filter designs are based on the concepts of spectral graph theory
[9] and signal processing on graphs [10]. The graph fourier transform has been utilized to define
graph convolutions in terms of graph Laplacian. Examples are Spectral graph CNN [11], Chebyshev
network (ChebyNet) [12], graph convolutional network (GCN) [13], graph wavelet network [14],
GraphHeat network [15] etc.
Regularization in graphs is realized with the help of graph Laplacian. A smoothness functional on
graphs can be obtained in terms of Laplacian and by processing on its eigenfunctions, regularization
properties on graphs can be achieved. This has been utilized for inference in the case of semi-
supervised classification, link prediction etc, [16], [17], and for graph kernel designs [18].
In this work, we propose a framework for filter designs in spectral GCNNs from which its regulariza-
tion behavior can be analyzed. We observed that by processing on the eigenvalues of the Laplacian,
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different kinds of filters with their corresponding regularization behavior can be obtained. We identi-
fied the condition on the spectrum of the Laplacian that ensures regularized spectral filter designs.
The filters used in state-of-the-art networks can be deduced as special cases of our framework. We
also proposed a new set of filters inspired by the framework and identified certain state-of-the-art
models as special cases. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related
work. Section 3 defines the notations used in the manuscript. Spectral GCNNs are briefly discussed
in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the framework for designing regularized graph convolution filters.
Section 6 discusses the experiments and results. Conclusions are made in Section 7.
2 Related works
Spectral GCNNs: The spectral filter designs for GCNNs start with the work by Bruna et.al [11]
where the graph Fourier transform of the signals on nodes is utilized. The filter is then defined in
terms of the eigenvectors of graph Laplacian. In ChebyNet [12], convolution is done in the spectral
domain. Convolution filter is then defined as the linear combination of powers of the Laplacian. The
scaling factors of the linear combination are considered as the parameters to be learned from the
network. Kipf et.al [13] proposed graph convolutional network as the first-order approximation to
spectral convolutions defined in ChebyNet. GraphHeat [15] uses negative exponential processing on
the eigenvalues of Laplacian to improve the smoothness of the function to be learned by penalizing
high-frequency components of the signal. Li et al [19] proposed improved graph convolution networks
(ICGN) by proposing higher-order filters used in [13].
Regularization in graphs: Regularization associated with graphs has emerged along with the
development of algorithms related to semi-supervised learning [20]. The data points are converted
into a network and the unknown label of a data point can be learned in a transductive setting. A
generalized regularization theory is formulated where the classical formulation is augmented with
a smoothness functional on graphs in terms of its Laplacian. These concepts are used for semi-
supervised learning and in related applications [17], [16], [21], [22]. Smola et.al [18] leverages these
concepts to define support vector kernels on graph nodes and they also formulated its connection with
regularization operators. Our work is mainly motivated by this work.
Spectral analysis of GCNNs: The low pass filtering property of ChebyNet and GCN networks are
analyzed by Wu et.al [23]. They have shown that the renormalization trick [13] applied to GCN
shrinks the spectrum of the modified Laplacian from [0, 2] to [0, 1.5] which favors the low pass
filtering process. Li et.al [19] and Klicpera et.al [24] have given the frequency response analysis of
their proposed filters. Compared to these works, we form a generalized framework for designing
filters based on their regularization property. Adding to this, Gama et.al [25] studies the perturbation
of graphs, consequent effects in filters, and proposed the conditions under which the filters are stable
to small changes in the graph structure.
3 Notations
We define G = (V,E) as an undirected graph, where V is the set of n nodes and E is the set of
edges. The adjacency matrix is defined as W where Wij = wij denotes the weight associated
with the edge [i, j] and otherwise 0. The degree matrix, D, is defined as the diagonal matrix where
Dii =
∑
j wij . The Laplacian of G is defined as L := D −W and the normalized Laplacian is
defined as L˜ := D−
1
2LD−
1
2 = I −D− 12WD− 12 . As L˜ is a real symmetric positive semi definite
matrix, it has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors {ul}nl=1 ∈ Rn, known as the graph Fourier
modes and the associated ordered real non negative eigenvalues {λl}nl=1, identified as the frequencies
of the graph. Let the eigen decomposition of L˜ be UΛUT where U is the matrix of eigenvectors
{ul}nl=1 and Λ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. Graph Fourier Transform (GFT) of a signal
f : V → R is defined as fˆ = UT f and inverse GFT is defined as f = Ufˆ [10].
4 Spectral graph convolution networks
Spectral convolutions on graphs can be defined as the multiplication of a signal on nodes with a graph
filter. We define f = (f1, . . . , fn) ∈ Rn as a signal on n nodes on a graph G. Graph filter, F , can be
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Table 1: Frequency response function and output of spectral filters of GCNNs
Network Freq. response (gθ(λ)) Output, y
ChebyNet [12]
∑K−1
k=0 θkλ
k U(
∑K−1
k=0 θkΛ
k)UT f = (θ0I +
∑K−1
k=1 θkL˜
k)f
GCN [13]
(
θ(1− λ)) θ(I − L˜)f
GraphHeat [15] θ0 + θ1exp (−sλ)) (θ0I + θ1e−sL˜)f
IGCN [19]
(
θ(1− λ))K θ(I − L˜)Kf
regarded as a function that takes f as input and outputs another function y. The convolution operation
can be written as, y = Ff = Ugθ(Λ)UT f , where gθ(Λ) ∈ Rn×n = diag(gθ(λ1), . . . , gθ(λn)) is a
diagonal matrix. The function gθ() : R→ R (with parameters {θ}) is defined as frequency response
function of the filter F .
The graph filters associated with state-of-the-art GCNNs correspond to a unique frequency response
function as listed in Table 1. In spectral CNN [11], output is defined as, y = σ(UT diag(α)Uf),
where σ is a non-linearity function and α = κ(θ) is a matrix characterized by a spline kernel
parameterized by θ. The drawback of this model is that it is of O(n) and not localized in space.
These problems are rectified by ChebyNet [12] where a polynomial filter is used. It helped to reduce
the number of parameters to k < n and the powers of Laplacians in the filter design solves the
localization issue.
The graph convolutional network (GCN) [13] is the first-order approximation of ChebyNet except
for a sign change (θ0 = −θ1 = θ) and improved graph convolutional network (IGCN) [19] uses
higher orders of GCN filters which can be inferred from the Table 1. The frequency response of all
the networks is parameterized by θ. The network is optimized to learn these parameters with respect
to the associated loss function for the downstream task. In the case of ChebyNet and IGCN, K ∈ N
and for GraphHeat, s ≥ 0 is a hyper-parameter.
In our work, the objective is to propose a framework to design regularized graph convolution filters
and for this, we make use of regularization theory over graphs via graph Laplacian as discussed in
the following section. We also found that the spectral filters in Table 1 can be deduced as special
cases of the proposed frequency response functions in our framework.
5 Regularized graph convolution filters
We consider the signals on the nodes of the graph are generated from the function f : V → R. It is
being identified that the eigenvectors of L corresponding to lower frequencies or smaller eigenvalues
are smoother on graphs [26]. The smoothness corresponding to the k−th eigenvector is,∑
i∼j
wij [uk(i)− uk(j)]2 = uTk Luk = λk (1)
From Equation 1, we can infer that a smoothly varying graph signal corresponds to eigenvectors
with smaller eigenvalues. This is under the assumption that the neighborhood of topologically
identical nodes would be similar. In real-world applications, the signals over the graph could be
noisy. In this context, we should filter out high-frequency content of the signal as it contains noise
and low-frequency contents (eigenvectors corresponding to lower eigenvalues) should be maintained
as it contains robust information. In other words, smoothness corresponds to spatial localization in
the graphs which is important to infer local variability of the node neighborhoods. This is where the
regularization behavior of the frequency response functions of a GCNN becomes important. Extending
Equation 1, we can define the smoothness functional on graph G as, SG(f) =
∑
i∼j wij(fi−fj)2 =
fTLf .
The smoothness property associated with L or L˜ also indicates its potential application to design
regularized filters for GCNNs. Since the spectrum of L˜ is limited in [0, 2], in this work we use
normalized Laplacian. In the following section, we discuss how graph Laplacian can be used for
the regularization in graphs and we propose our framework to design regularized graph convolution
filters.
3
Table 2: Filters, corresponding regularization function (r(λ)) and its filter definition
Filter Regularization function (r(λ)) Filter definition
Regularized Laplacian 1 + sλ, s > 0 (I + sL˜)−1
Diffusion exp
(
sλ
)
, s > 0 exp (−sL˜)
p-step random walk (aI − λ)−p a ≥ 2, p ∈ N (aI − L˜)p
Cosine
(
cos λpi4
)−1
cos ( L˜pi4 )
5.1 Graph Laplacian and regularization
Regularization functionals on Rn can be written as
〈f, Pf〉 =
∫
|f¯(ω)|2r(‖ω‖2)dω = 〈f, r(∆)f〉 (2)
where f ∈ L2(Rn), P is a regularization operator, f¯(ω) denotes Fourier transform of f , r(‖ω‖2) is a
frequency penalizing function and r(∆) is a function that acts on spectrum of the continuous Laplace
operator ∆ [18]. Equation 2 can be mapped into the case of graphs by making an analogy between the
continuous Laplace operator and its discrete counterpart which is the graph Laplacian L˜. Analogous
to Equation 2, Smola et.al [27] used a function of Laplacian, r(L˜), in the place of P in Equation
2 under Laplacian’s capability to impart a smoothness functional on graphs. Hence regularization
functionals on graphs can be written as 〈f, Pf〉 = 〈f, r(L˜)f〉, where r(L˜) = ∑ni=1 r(λ˜i)uiuTi .
The choice of r(λ) should be in such a way that it favors the low pass filtering of the graph convolution
filter, i.e, the function r(λ) should be high for a higher value of λ to impose more penalization on
high frequency (high eigenvalue) content of the graph signal. Similarly, the penalization of low
frequency should be less. Hence we name r(λ) as regularization function. The examples for choices
of r(λ) are listed in the second column of Table 2 and the functions are plotted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Regularization function, r(λ). (a) regularized Laplacian (s = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}), (b) diffusion
function (s = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2}), (c) one-step random walk (a = {2, 3, 4, 5}), (d) 2-step random walk
(a = {2, 3, 4, 5}), (e) inverse cosine function.
Remark 1. There exists an inverse relationship between the regularization function and frequency
response function. To impose high penalization on higher frequencies, regularization function is
supposed to be a monotonically increasing function of the eigenvalues. At the same time, for the
low pass filtering characteristics, to make high filter gain on a lower frequency and vice versa, the
frequency response function is supposed to be a monotonically decreasing function of the eigenvalues.
Remark 2. Smola et.al [27] has shown that P−1 (psuedo-inverse if not invertible) is a positive
semidefinite (p.s.d) support vector kernel in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H where
P ∈ Rn×n is a positive semidefinite regularization matrix andH is the image of Rn under P .
Remark 1 and 2 points out in the direction of using the inverse of a regularization function, via(
r(L˜)
)−1
, as a frequency response function for spectral filters. In this context, regularized filters
corresponding to their regularization functions can be obtained as,
F = (r(L˜))−1 = n∑
i=1
(
r(λ)
)−1
uiu
T
i (3)
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where {(ui, λi)} is the eigensystem of L˜ and
(
r(λ)
)−1
is the reciprocal function of regularization
function. In the context of Remark 2, we can see that filters of GCNNs defined as per Equation 3
are also support vector kernels on graphs provided their parameterization (if any) maintains positive
semidefiniteness. The detailed discussion is provided in Appendix A.
5.2 A framework for designing graph convolution filters
Regularized graph filters which are defined as follows can be designed by making use of Equation 3.
Definition 5.1 (Regularized graph convolution filter). : The graph filter whose frequency response
function gθ(λ) behaves like a low-pass filter, i.e, gθ(λ) should be a monotonically decreasing
function in λ or equivalently the associated regularization function r(λ) =
(
gθ(λ)
)−1
should be a
monotonically increasing function in λ.
The design strategy for regularized graph convolution filters is summarized in Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. A monotonically increasing function in the interval [0, λmax] is a valid regularization
function to design regularized graph convolution filters using (3) where λmax is the maximum
eigenvalue of L˜.
Proof. Note that Laplacian L˜ can be decomposed as UΛUT . Equivalently, this decomposition
can be considered as a sum of matrix of projections onto one-dimensional subspace spanned by
the eigenvectors (Fourier basis), i.e, L˜ =
∑n
i=1 λiPλi , where the linear map Pλi(x) = uiu
T
i x is
the orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by the Fourier basis vector ui. Consider a
regularization function r(λ) that is monotonically increasing. Note that frequency response function
gθ(λ) = 1/r(λ) is monotonically decreasing. The filtering operation of a signal f by the filter F can
be written in terms of the mappings Pλi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, i.e,
y = Ff =
n∑
i=1
g(λi)Pλi(f) =
n∑
i=1
gθ(λi)uiu
T
i f
where {(λi, ui)} constitutes the eigensystem of L˜. The values gθ(λi) can be considered as weights
that measure the importance of the corresponding eigenspace in the amplification or attenuation
of the signal f . As g(λ) is monotonically decreasing the weight of eigenspace corresponding to
eigenvectors of lower frequencies (lower eigenvalues) of L˜ are higher and vice versa. The filter gain
of the lower frequency components of f are higher compared to the higher frequencies or F is a low
pass filter. The validity of r(λ) is established by the low pass filtering and hence the proof.
Note that the theorem also holds for other definitions of normalized or unnormalized Laplacian
and any spectrum in [0,∞], provided the monotonicity property is maintained. In the context of
Theorem 1, to design regularized filters, it is enough to pick a regularization function r(λ) with the
monotonicity property and to plug into Equation 3 to define the filter.
5.2.1 Factors affecting the choices of the regularization function
We can have custom designs for the regularization function. However, to define a closed-form
expression for the filter F , the regularization function r(λ) should be able to be expressed in a
closed-form. Hence the choice of r(λ) should be limited to the functions with power series expansion
to get closed-form expressions for easier computations.
The powers of the Laplacian involved in the expression can also affect graph learning since
(LK)ij = 0 if the shortest path distance between nodes i and j is greater than K [28]. For ex-
ample, the regularization function form of one step random walk (where a = 2) and inverse cosine
is approximately same. But the computation of cosine filter involves higher-order even powers of
Laplacian whose non zero elements are determined by graph structure. Similarly, by knowing the
spectrum of the Laplacian, it is possible to precompute the values of hyper-parameters to precisely
design the form of the regularization function that spans in the spectrum. In the next section, we
discuss a set of filters corresponding to the regularization functions in Table 2.
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5.3 Regularized filters for GCNNs
We take Equations in the second column of the Table 2and plug into Equation 3 to define the
regularized filters. The results are summarized in the third column of Table 2. Note that variants of
some filters are already familiar in the literature as explained below.
Case 1: In a p-step random walk filter if we put a = 1 and p = 1, we get the filter corresponding
to GCN [13]. Case 2: The filter used in IGCN [19] uses higher powers of the GCN filter. Hence it
corresponds to a p-step random walk filter with a value of p ≥ 2 and a = 1. Case 3: As per [19], the
graph filter of the label propagation (LP) method for semi-supervised learning takes the form of the
regularized Laplacian filter. Case 4: GraphHeat filter is similar to a diffusion filter together with an
identity matrix.
Computational complexity: For regularized Laplacian, learning complexity costs O(n3) as it
involves matrix inversion. For other filters, it is O(K|E|), where K is the maximum power of the
Laplacian involved in the approximation of the equation of the filter.
5.4 Analysis of regularization behavior of GCNNs
The idea is to identify the regularization function r(λ) corresponding to the state-of-the-art networks
from their filter definition. This helps to analyze the regularization capability of their filters.
Chebynet: ChebyNet filtering [12] is defined as, y = U(
∑K−1
i=0 θkΛ
k)UT f ≈ exp(L˜)f , where
we assume parameters θk are the coefficients of the expansion of matrix exponential exp(L˜). The
regularization function r(λ) =
(
gθ(λ)
)−1
= (
∑K−1
i=0 θkλ
k)−1 ≈ c.exp (−λ) where c is a constant
determined by θk’s, the parameters learned by the network. Hence the regularization happening in
ChebyNet is the exact opposite of the expected behavior since small eigenvalues are attenuated more
and large ones are attenuated less as shown in Figure 2(a). To improve the regularization property
of ChebyNet, the filtering shall be done as per the negative exponential or diffusion regularization
function and for this, we shall change the filtering operation as, y = U(
∑K−1
i=0 (−1)kθkΛk)UT f ≈
exp(−L˜)f with the constraint θk > 0 to keep up with the desired regularization property. We can
also bring an additional hyper-parameter s > 0 into the power of exponential function. Note that in
this case, it corresponds to the diffusion filter.
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Figure 2: Regularization function, r(λ). (a) ChebyNet, (b) GCN, (c) GraphHeat, (d) IGCN for k = 2
, (e) IGCN for k = 3. All graphs are for (c = {0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5})
GCN: GCN filtering [13] operation can be written as, y = θ(I− L˜)f ≈ exp(−λ), where we assume
parameter θ is 1 in the exponential approximation. The regularization function r(λ) = c.(1−λ)−1 ≈
c.exp(λ) where c is a constant determined by the parameter θ. Hence the regularization happening in
GCN is as desired as shown in Figure 2(b). Note that the filter of GCN corresponds to the first-order
approximation of the diffusion filter. So in effect, it is the diffusion process that harnesses the
representation capability of GCN by changing the sign of parameters (θ0 = −θ1 = θ) compared to
ChebyNet as explained in Section 4.
Spectral analysis of renormalization trick : The trick refers to the process of adding self-loops [13]
to the graphs for stable training of the network. Wu et.al [23] have shown that adding self-loops
helps to shrink the Laplacian spectrum form [0, 2] to [0, 1.5] which boosts the low pass filtering
behavior. So the regularization function remains in the same form as mentioned above, but the range
of eigenvalues being in the interval [0, 1.5].
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Table 3: Classification accuracy (in percentage ± standard deviation) along with average time taken
for one epoch (in brackets) and parameters as triplets in the order of datasets (f - number of filters).
Methods Cora Citeseer Pubmed
ManiReg 59.5 60.1 70.7
SemiEmb 59.0 59.6 71.1
LP 68.0 45.3 63.0
DeepWalk 67.2 43.2 65.3
ICA 75.1 69.1 73.9
PLanetoid 75.7 64.7 77.2
MLP 56.2 57.1 70.7
GCN 81.78 ± 0.64 (1.02) 70.73 ± 0.53 (1.03) 78.48 ± 0.58 (1.21)
IGCN 80.49 ± 1.58 (1.02) 68.86 ± 1.01 (1.06) 77.87 ± 1.55 (1.25)
ChebyNet 82.16 ± 0.74 (1.03) 70.46 ± 0.70 (1.04) 78.24 ± 0.43 (1.21)
GraphHeat 81.38 ± 0.69 (1.04) 69.90 ± 0.50 (1.05) 75.64 ± 0.64 (1.34)
Diffusion 83.12 ± 0.37 (1.11) 71.17 ± 0.43 (1.06) 79.20 ± 0.36 (1.80)
1-step RW 82.36 ± 0.34 (1.02) 71.05 ± 0.34 (1.03) 78.74 ± 0.27 (1.21)
2-step RW 82.51 ± 0.22 (1.03) 71.18 ± 0.59 (1.05) 78.64 ± 0.20 (1.29)
3-step RW 82.56 ± 0.24 (1.05) 71.21 ± 0.63 (1.04) 78.28 ± 0.36 (1.81)
Cosine 75.53 ± 0.52 (1.03) 67.29 ± 0.64 (1.03) 75.52 ± 0.53 (1.29)
GraphHeat: GraphHeat filtering [15] operation can be written as, y = (θ0I + θ1e−sL˜)f . The
regularization function r(λ) = c.(1 + exp (−sλ))−1 where we assume c is a factor determined by
θ0 and θ1. The regularization function is shown in Figure 2(c).
IGCN: Improved graph convolutional network (IGCN) filtering [19] operation can be written as,
y = θ(I − L˜)kf ≈ exp(−kλ). The regularization function r(λ) = c.(1− λ)−k ≈ c.exp(kλ) where
c is a constant determined by the parameter θ. Hence the regularization happening in GCN is as
desired as shown in Figure 2 (d).
6 Experiments
The variants of proposed filters as in Table 2 is compared with state-of-the-art GCNNs namely
ChebyNet [12], GCN [13], GraphHeat [15], and IGCN (RNM variant of the filter) [19]. The
comparison is also made with graph regularization based algorithms for semi-supervised learning
namely - manifold regularization (ManiReg) [20], semi-supervised embedding (SemiEmb) [22], and
label propagation (LP) [21]. Other baselines used are Planetoid [29], DeepWalk [30], and iterative
classification algorithm (ICA) [31]. Citation network datasets [29] - Cora, Citeseer, and Pubmed are
used for the study. In these graphs, nodes represent documents, and edges represent citations. The
datasets also contain ’bag-of-words’ feature vectors for each document.
6.1 Experimental setup
For GCNN models, network architecture proposed by Kipf et.al [13] is used for the experiments.
Networks with one layer, two layers, and three layers of graph convolution (GC) are used to evaluate
all the filters under study. Along with this, networks with a GC layer followed by one and two layers
of dense layers are also studied. In the experiments, it has been found that the network with two
layers of GC has outperformed other architectures. It that takes the form
Z = softmax(F(L˜) ReLU(F(L˜)XΘ(1))Θ(2))
where F(L˜) ∈ Rn×n is the filter, X ∈ Rn×d is the input feature matrix, θ(1) ∈ Rd×c1 is the filter
parameters of first layer (c1 is the number of filters) and θ(2) ∈ Rc1×c2 is the filter parameters of
second layer (c2 is the number of filters). Note that the value of c2 equals the total number of classes
in the data output. The loss function optimized is the cross-entropy error over the labeled examples
[13] defined as follows.
L = −
∑
i∈Y
c2∑
j=1
yij ln(Zij)
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where Y is the set of nodes whose labels are known and yij is defined as 1 if label of node i is j and 0
otherwise. For training, all the feature vectors and 20 labels per class are used. The same dataset split
as used by Yang et.al [29] is followed in the experiments. All the GCNN models corresponding to
different filters are trained 10 times each according to a unique random seed selected at random. All
models are trained for a maximum of 200 epochs using the ADAM optimizer [32] with the learning
rate fixed as 0.01. Early stopping is done in the training if the validation loss does not decrease for 10
consecutive epochs. Network weight initialization and normalization of input feature vectors of the
nodes are done as per [33]. Implementation is done using Tensorflow [34]. The hardware used for
the experiments is Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 2.4 GHz CPU, 80 GB RAM, and Nvidia GeForce GTX
1080-Ti GPU. Accuracy is used as the performance measure where models are evaluated on a test
set of 1000 labeled examples. Since the focus of the study is on comparison of spectral filters, for
GCNN variants mean accuracy along with standard deviation is reported. For algorithms other than
GCNN, accuracy on a single dataset split reported by Kipf et.al [13] is given, since we also follow
the same dataset split.
The higher powers of graph Laplacian is computed with the Chebyshev polynomial approximations
[28] for ChebyNet and p-step random walk filters considering its computational advantage.
Chebyshev polynomial of order k is computed by the recurrence relation
Tk(x) = 2xTk−1(x)− Tk−2(x),
where T0 and T1 is defined as 1 and x respectively. The polynomials form an orthogonal basis
for L2([−1, 1], dy√
1−y2 ), i.e, the space of square integrable functions with respect to the measure
dy/
√
1− y2. Hence when it comes to computing the powers of graph Laplacian (L), its spectrum
has to be rescaled in the interval [-1, 1] as follows
Ls =
2
λmax
L− In,
where Ls is the rescaled Laplacian, λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of L and n is the number of
nodes in the graph.
But for GraphHeat, diffusion and cosine filters direct computation is done. As these filters involve
a hyper-parameter being multiplied to the Laplacian matrix (unlike ChebyNet, and p− step RW),
Chebyshev approximation is not possible because when the rescaling of the matrix happens, the effect
of this hyper-parameter multiplication is nullified.
6.2 Results
The results are tabulated in Table 3. The best results are bolded. The hyper-parameters used for the
models are: dropout rate = 0.8, L2 regularization factor for the first layer weights = 5× 10−4, and the
number of filters used in each layer is tuned from 16, 32, 64, and 128. These hyper-parameters are
optimized on an additional validation set of 500 labeled examples as followed in [13]. Diffusion filter
which is a matrix exponential is approximated for first K+ 1 terms, i.e, gθ(Λ) = θ
∑K
k=0(−1)k 1k!Λk
where there is only a single parameter θ is learned. For diffusion filter, ChebyNet and GraphHeat the
value of K used for the approximation of matrix exponential is tuned from {1, 2, 3, 4}. Similarly,
cosine filter which involves cosine of a matrix is taken as gθ(Λ) = θ
∑K
k=0(−1)k 12k!Λ2k. The value
of K is tuned from {1, 2, 3}. For diffusion and GraphHeat filter, the value of s is tuned in the range
[0.5, 1.5] and for p-step randomwalk filters, the value of a is tuned in the range [2,24]. For GCN and
IGCN, the author’s code was reproduced for experiments.
6.3 Discussion
Compared with graph regularization and label propagation methods, GCNN methods have better
performance. The diffusion filter has the highest accuracy in Cora and Pubmed. In Citeseer it is
3-step RW but the difference with diffusion filter is negligible. Among methods other than GCNNs,
ICA and Planetoid have better performance. 1-step RW filter is an improvised version of GCN and
IGCN in terms of regularization ability. Analyzing their comparison, 1-step RW filter performs better
in all datasets. The 3 variants of RW filters have higher performance in Cora and Citeseer datasets
compared with GCN and IGCN the reason being attributed to the tuning of parameter a and in the
case of Pubmed, RW filters and GCN have better performance than IGCN.
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Figure 3: Accuracy variation with hyper-parameters. (a) Diffusion, (b) 1-step RW, (c) 2-step RW, (d)
3-step RW
Table 4: Accuracy of the filters. Std dev. is given in brackets.
Methods g(λ) Cora Citeseer Pubmed
MLP – 56.50 (1.21) 53.57 (2.71) 71.87 (0.21)
GCN (1− λ) 77.99 (0.75) 68.28 (0.51) 76.05 (0.33)
IGCN (1− λ)K 81.44 (0.41) 70.64 (0.67) 78.46 (0.70)
ChebyNet
∑K−1
k=0 λ
k 27.18 (1.46) 28.63 (1.08) 59.99 (0.58)
GraphHeat 1+ exp(−sλ) 73.57 (0.72) 66.31 (0.59) 73.50 (0.85)
Diffusion exp(−sλ) 78.47 (0.32) 68.47 (0.61) 76.72 (0.59)
1-step RW (a− λ) 77.31 (0.52) 67.95 (0.80) 76.34 (0.47)
2-step RW (a− λ)2 78.08 (0.62) 69.41 (0.44) 76.90 (0.23)
3-step RW (a− λ)3 78.98 (0.28) 69.23 (0.71) 71.49 (0.81)
Cosine cos(λpi/4) 70.38 (0.82) 64.67 (0.62) 72.01 (0.74)
ChebyNet, GraphHeat, and diffusion filters calculate the first few powers of the Laplacian in their
learning settings. It has been observed that the performance of the diffusion filter is better than
both despite using one parameter to learn. The performance of the cosine filter is lower compared
with other filters. The reason is due to the approximation of the cosine filter that requires higher
even powers of the Laplacian whose elements can be mostly zeros based on the graph structure as
discussed in Section 5.2.1. It also requires skipping odd hopes in the graph that results in some
information loss while learning.
The average time required for one training epoch is shown in the brackets along with the accuracy. It
can be noted that the time taken increases as the higher order powers of the Laplacian and number of
filters increase.
Effects of hyper-parameter tuning: The variation in accuracy against hyper-parameters of the
proposed filters applied to the Cora dataset is given in Figure 3. For diffusion filter (K = 3), accuracy
increases as s is increased but there is a drop in accuracy after a peak value of s. Similar is the case of
1-step RW. In the case of 2-step and 3-step RW filters, accuracy increases as the value of a increases
but after a threshold point, accuracy variation is minimal. Similar is the trend observed for other
datasets. For the experiments, the network with two layers of GC having 32 number of filters is used.
6.4 Decoupling low pass filtering from network learning
To underline the practical impact of the framework we proposed, an experiment is done that decouples
the low pass filtering from the network learning inspired by [23]. First, the filtering is done separately
using F (with no learning parameters) and the resulting filtered features are given into a two-layer
MLP (chosen after ablation studies among 1 & 3 layer models). This helps to identify the impact of
the choice of r(λ) formulated in our work independent of the network parameters. The results are
given in Table 4.
Observations: In section 5.4, we found that unlike other networks, r(λ) of ChebyNet is the opposite
of the required monotone property. This is evident from the results as its performance is lower
than the rest including MLP. All other filters except the ChebyNet satisfy Theory 1, and hence their
performance is better. They also perform better than MLP which indicates the importance of the
proposed framework. The results are lower compared with GCN architecture [13] followed in the
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previous experiment. This points out to the possibility that the stochastic nature of neural networks
may not guarantee the desired filtering properties. The case of the ChebyNet is an example as its
performance is good in GCN architecture despite having contradictions with Theory 1 whereas its
performance in the new experiment is lower.
7 Conclusion
We formulated a framework to design regularized filters for GCNNs based on regularization in
graphs modeled by graph Laplacian. A new set of regularized filters are proposed and identified
the state-of-the-art filter designs as their special cases. The new filters designs proposed in the
context of the framework has shown superior performance in semi-supervised classification task
compared to conventional methods and state-of-the-art GCNNs. Considering the practical impacts
of the framework we proposed, we also observed that the stochastic nature of the neural networks
can possibly does not guarantee the desired low pass filtering property that has to be satisfied by the
spectral GCNN filters.
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A Regularization in graphs, support vector kernels and spectral GCNN
filters
The support vector kernel k : X ×X → R is considered as a similarity measure between a pair of
data points in a space X . Support vector kernels can be formulated by solving the self-consistency
condition ([27]),
〈k(x, .), Pk(x′, .)〉 = k(x, x′) (4)
where P is the regularization operator.
From equation 4, Smola et.al [27] found that given a regularization operator P , there exist a support
vector kernel k that minimize the regularized risk functional,
Rreg[f ] = Remp +
λ
2
‖Pf‖2 (5)
that also enforce flatness (determined by P ) in the feature space or Reproducing Kernel Hilbert
Space (RKHS) of functions. They also found that given a support vector kernel k, regularization
operator P can be found out such that a regularization network [27] using P is equivalent to a support
vector machine that uses the kernel k. Note that Remp is the empirical loss function and λ is a
hyper-parameter.
Smola et.al [18] used the above concepts to design support vector kernels on graphs. As shown in
Equation 3, graph Laplacian (L˜) can be used to define a smoothness functional on graphs that aids
in designing regularization operators. They proved that if H is the image of Rn under P ∈ Rn×n
(a positive semidefinite regularization matrix), then H whose dot product is defined as 〈f, Pf〉 is
a RKHS and the corresponding support vector kernel is defined as k(i, j) = [P−1]ij , where P−1
denotes the psuedo-inverse if P is not invertible.
Now if we consider the case of GCNN filters, we can observe that if the parameters θs associated with
the filter definition maintains positive definiteness of the matrix F = (r(L˜))−1, then the filter can be
considered as valid and equivalent support vector kernel that solves the regularized risk functional in
Equation 5. The corresponding regularization behavior induced by P in equation 5 can be attributed
to the corresponding regularization function r(λ).
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